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Property Insurance Reporting Procedures 

Risk Management (RM) is a Systems office, and we act as the insurance agent for the 
University. Much of what we do is related to the purchase of commercial insurance or the 
administration of the self-insurance funds.  We have purchased various types of policies such as 
excess liability, inland marine, fine arts, auto, etc.  Of note for this meeting is the purchase of 
property insurance.  
 
As a side note, our property insurance carrier offers pre-construction plan reviews for projects 
with an estimated completed construction value of $1M and above. This review helps ensure 
completed projects meet fire protection standards. The review would include fire and building 
code(s), applicable consensus codes (NFPA) and generally accepted best practices for liability 
and property insurance/risk management. Contact RM for further information.  
 
 The master property program covers all existing buildings, contents, business interruption, and 
leased space and/or equipment where required by contract.  When changes are made to 
University buildings through renovations, remodeling, demolition or additions, we are obligated 
to notify our property insurance carrier.  This is especially critical for new buildings as there is 
no coverage until we notify our carrier.  Notice must be provided to RM so that our obligation 
can be met. 
 
Notice to RM is typically provided in one of two ways: through FCPWeb entries or direct notice 
from Financial Managers.  With FCPWeb, Project Managers enter the project data into the 
system which populates a standard report called Risk Management Report.  We use the 
information entered to notify our insurance carrier of changes to the University’s property 
schedule.  We receive an auto-generated email when the first construction contract is 
encumbered on the project.  We follow the progress of the project, and upon completion notify 
the insurance carrier.   
 
For those capital projects not using UOCP&RES contract documents (which includes Contract 
Document 00700 – General Conditions), Financial Managers should send notice to RM office 
upon award of contracts.  The notice should include the University Project Contact name and 
number, Project Name and number, Construction Budget, and anticipated start and completion 
dates.   
 
Notice can be faxed (217-239-6744) or emailed to Tori Hill (vd15@uillinois.edu) or Nichole 
Jackson (njacksn@uillinois.edu). 
 

Remember, we can’t insure what we don’t know about!! 

 

 

http://www.uocpres.uillinois.edu/
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Insurance for Projects 

In general, construction projects must have Builders Risk insurance (BR).  Depending on the 
project, the construction manager, contractor with assigned subcontractors, or contractor with 
the most project involvement (for projects without assignment) will be responsible for 
providing the BR coverage. Each contractor must also carry the general and auto liability and 
workers’ compensation coverages required by the University.   In addition, a Professional 
Services Consultant (PSC) will also be required to maintain professional liability (errors and 
omissions) insurance. 
 
The University Office of Business and Financial Services manual has a section on insurance.  You 
may access Section 6 at: http://www.obfs.uillinois.edu/bfpp 
  

1. Liability and Bonds 

The University only wishes to do business with contractors, vendors, and entities that are 
financially responsible; in other words, insured.  Required coverages include general liability, 
workers’ compensation (WC), auto liability, and performance/payment bonds; and for 
Professional Services Consultants, professional liability insurance.  In some instances, and 
depending on the project, additional coverages may be required (e.g., umbrella liability). 
 

• General Liability Insurance 
General Liability insurance covers claims such as bodily injury and/or property damage 
that arise out of the contractor’s business operations.   It provides the financial means 
to pay for claims arising out of their own negligent actions or omissions when such 
actions or omissions cause bodily injury and/or property damage to a third party.   

 

• Workers’ Compensation 
Workers’ Compensation is a benefit workers are entitled to by state law and is provided 
through the employer.  The coverage provides them wage continuation, medical 
coverage, and sometimes a permanency settlement, when they are injured in the 
course and scope of their employment duties.  If the contractor does not carry WC 
insurance, the injured worker has recourse to go against the project owner for the 
benefits.  Only a sole proprietor is exempt from the need for Workers’ Compensation 
insurance. 

 

• Automobile Insurance 
Auto liability covers bodily injury and/or property damage caused to someone else.  It 
does not cover your own injuries or damage to your car.  It is state law for vehicles to 
have automobile liability insurance.   

 
 

 

http://www.uocpres.uillinois.edu/
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• Umbrella Liability 
This is pure liability coverage over and above the general and auto liability limits.  It is 
usually sold in increments of $1 million.  The University requirement is that contractors 
have auto liability limits of $1,000,000.  However, if the contractor has an auto policy 
limit of $500,000 but also has a commercial umbrella for $1,000,000 that would meet 
the requirements.  For example, if the loss is $1.5 million the auto policy would pay the 
first $500,000 of the loss and the umbrella liability would pay the next $1 million.   

 

• Professional Liability 

Professional liability coverage is commonly known as Errors and Omissions.  It is 
insurance that provides coverage for the advice and services provided by professionals, 
such as architects and engineers.  The coverage applies to claims made by clients based 
on negligence, errors, and failure to act, and is based more on financial loss than direct 
physical damage.  

 

• Bonds 
Bonds guarantee that a contractor can meet the obligations of the contract.   

 
1. Performance - The performance bond allows the University to know that even if the 

contractor fails in its performance, its bonding company has to step in as the 
contractor and complete the job. 

2. Payment - Payment bonds guarantee that a contractor’s subcontractors, suppliers, 
laborers and others will be paid for work and materials provided in the course of 
contracted work, leaving the project lien-free.   

3. Parties – There are typically three parties to bond agreements. The “principal” is the 
Contractor/Vendor; the “surety” is the insurance company that underwrites the 
bond and who agrees, in accordance with the bond terms, to step in should the 
principal default; the “obligee” (the University) is the party protected by the bond. 
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University Minimum Liability Insurance Requirements 

Following are the required minimum insurance coverages and limits: 
 

Type of Coverage Amount 
A. Worker’s’ Compensation and Occupation 

Diseases (Part A). 
Illinois Statutory Limits or 
Statutory Limits for the state in which the 
company is domiciled 

Employer’s Liability (Part B) $1,000,000 per occurrence 
Sole Proprietors are not required to carry Workers’ Compensation. 

B. Commercial General Liability (including 
contractual liability) 
Each Occurrence 
General Aggregate 
Products Completed Operation Aggregate 
Personal and Advertising injury 
Fire Damage 

 
 
$1,000,000  
$2,000,000  
$2,000,000 
$1,000,000  
$100,000  
 

C. Commercial Auto Liability, if applicable 
Combined Single Limit 
OR 
Bodily Injury 
Property Damage 

 
 
$1,000,000 per occurrence 
 
$1,000,000 per occurrence 
$1,000,000 per occurrence 

 
 

• Insurance companies have an AM Best Rating of A- VI or better. 

• Umbrella liability insurance may be used to meet the general and auto liability 
coverage limit requirements. 

• Waiver of subrogation must be stated on the Certificate of Insurance (COI) form. 

• With respect to the required General Liability insurance, the Board of Trustees of the 
University of Illinois shall be named as an additional insured on a primary and non-
contributory basis. (Refer to General Conditions Article 18) 

• Subcontractors/Subconsultants must comply with the same underlying insurance 
coverage requirements as Contractors/PSCs.   

• Subcontractors/Subconsultants must submit the required Certificate of Insurance to 
the primary Contractor/PSC.  
 

When applicable: 
 
Professional Liability/Errors and Omissions: $1,000,000 each claim; $3,000,000 annual aggregate.  
(In case of errors and mistakes made on the job) 

 

Pollution Liability: $1,000,000 for each occurrence This coverage should be required if the contract involves 

hazardous materials. (Such as asbestos abatement, hauling of hazardous waste, use of hazardous materials.) 

http://www.uocpres.uillinois.edu/
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The following Professional Liability limits and deductibles apply for Professional Services 
Consultants:  

 
1. For Projects with estimated construction costs less than Twenty-Five Million 

Dollars ($25,000,000): the greater of (a) One Million Dollars ($1,000,000.00) or (b) 
twenty percent (20%) of the Owner’s original estimated construction costs not to 
exceed Five Million Dollars ($5,000,000.00) and with a deductible amount of not 
more than the lesser of (a) five percent (5%) of the limits of the policy or (b) One 
Hundred Thousand Dollars ($100,000.00). 

 
2. For Projects with the Owner’s original estimated construction costs of Twenty-Five 

Million Dollars $25,000,000.00) or greater: the Owner shall determine if additional 
professional liability insurance is required and may require limits up to twenty 
percent (20%) of the Owner’s original estimated construction costs.   
 
The PSC shall submit to Owner a Certificate of Insurance as evidence of said 
coverage.  

 
All Subconsultants must carry a minimum of One Million Dollars ($1,000,000) professional 
liability insurance coverage except as otherwise agreed to in writing by the Owner.  The PSC 
is responsible for collecting Certificate(s) of Insurance evidencing such coverage.  However, 
for projects with estimated construction costs greater than Two Million Dollars 
($2,000,000), the PSC shall submit the Subconsultants Certificate(s) of Insurance to Owner 
with the Professional Services Agreement. 

 
When claims-made policies are renewed or replaced, any retroactive date must coincide 
with, or precede commencement of services by Contractor or sub-contractor under this 
Contract.  A claims-made policy that is replaced or not renewed must have an extended 
reporting period not less than two (2) years. 

 
Note: The coverages and limits outlined in the Contract dictate the insurance for each 
project.  Contractors should be encouraged to share the contract language with their 
insurance agent so the agent can ensure compliance with the contract requirements. 
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Things to Look for on a Certificate of Insurance. 

• AM Best Rating 

• Coverage and Limits 

• Term of Coverage 

• Board of Trustees as Additional Insured 

• Waiver of Subrogation clause 

• Other –Project-Specific Information 
 
The first thing to review on the Certificate of Insurance is the AM Best rating.  AM Best is a 
company that provides insurance rating services.  An AM Best rating represents an independent 
opinion of an insurance company’s ability to meet its financial obligations (i.e., stay solvent and 
pay claims.)  We require an A- VI or better rating of the insurance companies our contractors 
use.  The same rating applies for professional liability carriers as well as the surety (bonding) 
companies.  
 
Next check that the necessary coverages and limits are shown.  Always required are general 
liability, auto liability, and workers’ compensation.  However, certain projects may require 
additional coverage, such as umbrella liability.  Check that the limits of liability meet the 
contract requirements.   
 
In addition, check to be sure the effective and expiration dates listed for each coverage cover 
the length of the project.  Certificates that expire before the end of the project should be 
renewed annually and reviewed to be sure they are still in compliance. 
 
The General Liability portion of the Certificate must name the Board of Trustees of the 
University of Illinois, and others as required, as Additional Insured in reference to the project.  
This is the only legal entity name for the University and must be shown correctly on the 
Certificate.  Coverage must be on a primary and non-contributory basis. 
 
In the past, we required a 30-day notice of cancellation included on the Certificate.   Due to 
changes in the insurance industry this is no longer feasible.  Instead, the burden of notifying the 
University of any reduction or cancellation of insurance has been contractually transferred to 
the contractor (refer to Article 18 of the General Conditions). 
   
Other information to be included on the Certificate is the project name and number, the waiver 
of subrogation, primary and non-contributory wording, and any additional information the 
issuing agent wishes to impart. 
 
Finally, the certificate holder should include the name and address of the person who should 
receive and review the Certificate. 
 

http://www.uocpres.uillinois.edu/
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Certificate of Insurance Form 
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Key to Certificate of Insurance 

 
A = Date form issued – want it to be current 
B = Named Insured (policyholder) 
C = Insurance company – look up AM Best rating 
D = Type of coverage 
E = Policy effective and expiration dates 
F = Limits of insurance 
G = Project-specific information and additional coverage information (project number, 

location, coverage information, additional interest wording) 
H = Certificate holder name and address  
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2. Builder’s Risk Insurance 

A. What is it?  
B. Builder’s Risk Exceptions 
C. Who provides Builder’s Risk Insurance? 
D. What is Required? 

A. What is it? 

Builder’s Risk insurance is designed to provide coverage for loss or damage to a building 
under construction and generally insures the construction project in its entirety as opposed 
to a specific component, such as a roof.  The BR coverage protects the individuals or 
organizations engaged in the construction, the owner, and any additional interests such as 
lending institutions. 

 
Builder’s Risk insurance can be written on either a completed value (total cost of 
construction) or a reporting form basis (values reported to insurer on a monthly basis).  In 
both cases the total cost of construction is used as the BR policy limit.  The University uses 
the completed value method. 

 
Fixtures, machinery, equipment used to service the building, and building materials and 
supplies used in the construction (if located within 100 feet of the premises, and they will 
eventually become a permanent part of the building) are covered under the typical BR form.  
Owner-supplied materials and equipment shall be covered under the BR as long as they will 
become a permanent part of the building and their value is included in the totals to be 
insured.  It’s important to notify the contractor obtaining the BR of any owner-supplied 
materials and/or equipment so they can include those values when purchasing the BR. 

 
A BR policy typically includes coverage for direct physical loss to the building caused by: 

• Fire  

• Smoke  

• Lightning  

• Hail  

• Windstorm 

• Water Damage (except for true overflow of a body of water – Flood) 

• Weight of Snow, Ice, Sleet 

• Back up of Sewers and Drains 

• Explosion  

• Motor Vehicles  

• Aircraft  

• Vandalism and Malicious Mischief 

• Theft 
 

http://www.uocpres.uillinois.edu/
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B. Builder’s Risk Exceptions 
 

What is NOT Covered 

 
Business personal property (office furnishings, computers, shelves, and office machinery 
such as copiers, etc.) is not typically covered under a BR policy.  Instead, items such as these 
can be covered under other insurance programs.  See page 23 for further clarification.  

 
Land and landscaping are also not covered under a typical BR form, although the policy may 
include a small sub-limit for landscaping.  However, if this was a major aspect of the project 
the policy could be endorsed to add coverage.   Additional premium for this added coverage 
is based on the BR rates at the time the insurance policy is issued.   

 

• Business personal property including office furnishings, computers, shelves, etc.  
Contact RM to initiate coverage. 

• Existing property at the location. 

• Contractor’s tools, machinery, plant and equipment including spare parts and 
accessories. 

 
Note:  RM should be notified in the event of a loss involving bullet points 1 and 2 above. 
 
Projects Where Builder’s Risk is NOT Required 
 

• Demolition projects 

• General site work (interpreted as grading of land) 

• Installation of live plants, unless part of a larger project 

• Seasonal (such as installing holiday decorations) 

• Projects with no structures (parking lots, sidewalks) 

• Projects cosmetic, not structural in nature, such as affixing signage, painting, etc. 
 

C. Who Provides Builder’s Risk Insurance? 

The entity (Contractor or Construction Manager (CM)) identified in Front-End documents 
(00-10-00 section 2) will be responsible for providing the BR; hereinafter known as the 
designated Contractor.  The following are guidelines outlining who is responsible for 
providing the BR coverage on a project. 
 

• Designated Contractor with Assigned Subcontractors – Designated Contractor 
provides the BR and is responsible for the deductible.   
 

http://www.uocpres.uillinois.edu/
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• Construction Manager or Designated Contractor without Assigned Subcontractors - 
CM or Designated Contractor with the most involvement, not necessarily the highest 
contract amount, will be responsible for providing the BR for the entire project.  
During the design phase the University Planner/Project Manager/Architect/Engineer 
will determine which contractor will have the most involvement in the project.  The 
CM or Designated Contractor is ultimately responsible for the policy deductible; 
however, the contractor whose work is damaged must work with the insurance 
carrier to make sure the project is made whole.  If multiple contractors work is 
damaged, those contractors involved in the loss must work together with the BR 
insurance carrier to adjust the claim.   

 
Note:  The deductible should be per the guidelines listed in Article 19 of the General 
Conditions.  If the CM or Designated Contractor wishes to employ a different deductible 
amount, Risk Management should be contacted to review the request. 

 

D. What is Required?  

BR coverage must be in place at the start of construction.   The insurance must be written 
for 100% of the construction value (referred to as completed value), including any owner-
supplied materials and/or equipment that is intended to become a permanent part of the 
building.  The policy must cover the interests of the contractor(s), owner, subcontractor(s), 
and others as designated by the University.  Article 19 of the General Conditions provides 
complete details of the BR requirement. 
 
In certain circumstances additional BR coverage requirements may apply (Flood, 
Earthquake, and/or Delay in Completion).   
 

• Delay in Completion – This can be defined as the time beyond the scheduled 
completion date and the date when the work is actually completed and we are able 
to put the building to use.   The delay in completion must arise out of direct physical 
loss to the project.  Depending on the project, such a delay can result in financial loss 
to the University.  For instance, if a residence hall is not completed on time and 
prevents move-in Housing may incur expenses when they have to make other living 
arrangements for the students.  Another example is the revenue lost when a project 
at a venue isn’t completed and shows have to be cancelled.  Delay in Completion 
coverage includes hard and soft costs.  Hard costs refers to direct construction costs 
such as labor and materials.  Soft costs are non-construction costs such as loss of 
earnings, extra expense, taxes, fees, finance charges, etc.  The types of projects that 
might require this coverage include Auxiliary Facility System buildings (Housing, 
Parking, Campus Rec, and the Health Services Facility System for example), 
Laboratory/Research buildings (because the activities conducted within the building 
cannot be easily relocated), Bond-financed buildings.  RM will consult with the end-
user during the planning phase to determine the need for this coverage. If the 

http://www.uocpres.uillinois.edu/
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coverage is required, the end-user must complete a ‘soft cost’ worksheet and the 
values will become part of the BR coverage.   RM will provide current BR rates from 
which the cost for the additional coverage can be estimated.  
 
 

• Flood – Our definition of Flood is that it is the overflow of a body of water onto 
normally dry land.   This coverage will be required rarely, but will be needed if a 
project is near a body of water, such as along the UIUC Boneyard Creek, and consists 
of sub-grade work or a large first floor project.  The coverage limit should be equal 
to the completed value of the project or $5,000,000, whichever is less.  The 
deductible may be up to $25,000.  The need for this coverage should be determined 
during the planning phase.  RM will provide current BR rates from which the cost for 
the additional coverage can be estimated.  

 

• Earthquake – Coverage should include loss due to conditions in the earth’s crust 
that cause movement (tectonic).  This coverage may be required for large projects in 
the lower half of the state (see map at end of this document).  The coverage limit 
should be equal to the completed value of the project or $5,000,000, whichever is 
less.  The deductible may be up to $25,000.  Again, the need for this coverage should 
be determined during the planning phase.  RM will provide current BR rates from 
which the cost for the additional coverage can be estimated.  

 
If, at the outset of a project, it is determined that Delay in Completion, Flood, and/or 
Earthquake are required, the terms will be included in the bidding documents.  These 
coverages would then also need to be listed on the evidence of property insurance form. 
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Process to Review Project for Additional Insurance Coverage Needed 

The Process Flowchart at the end of this document depicts an overview of the process.  Within 
the Process Flowchart, there are number call-outs which correspond to the process steps 
below. 

 
Criteria:  New buildings or additions that add square footage going up, down, or across to 
existing buildings. 

 
Process: 

1. The Project Manager (PM) will send an e-mail to the Office of Risk Management (RM) 
containing all information from a Program Statement or similar document whenever a 
Capital Construction Project involves New Construction or adds square footage to an 
existing building.  Minimum required information: 

 

• General Information, including: project name/number, scope statement, 
estimated construction cost, square footage, type of construction (brick, frame, 
pole barn, etc.) 

• End user contact name and number. 

• Is the building within 100ft of a body of water? 

• Will there be a basement? 

• Will the basement house the building mechanicals and/or any high-value, 
specialized equipment (MRI, servers, etc.)? 

• Is the project south of Sangamon County (refer to The Illinois County Zone Map at 
the end of this document, which shows dividing lines for affected counties)? 

• Is it new construction or an addition? 

• Is the estimated construction cost $5 million or above?  

• Is the building part of the Auxiliary Facility System (comprised of Housing, Parking, 
Student Activities [student union, recreation and athletic facilities, student service 
bldgs.])? 

• Will the building be used primarily for scientific research? 

• Is the project being financed through sale of bonds or certificates of 
participation? 

 
2. Risk Management will review information provided; if RM has questions, they will 

contact PM and UOCPRES, as appropriate.  Discussions may also include business 
managers and other stakeholders which the PM will help facilitate.   As information 
about cost of construction and amount of risk is further assessed, RM will decide on 
whether any type of additional coverage is needed (Earthquake, Flood and/or Delay in 
Completion). 
 
 
 

http://www.uocpres.uillinois.edu/
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3. RM will e-mail additional coverage requirements to the PM and UOCPRES and estimated 

cost(s) to be included in the project’s budget.    If RM has identified the need for Delay in 
Completion coverage, RM will work with the project’s stakeholders to ensure the Soft 
Costs Coverage worksheet is completed correctly.  This worksheet does not need to be 
completed prior to Project Approval, but will need to be completed prior to bidding to 
help contractors identify additional coverage costs in their bid. 
 

4. FCP Web PDS will be updated by the PM to identify the additional insurance 
requirements prior to Project Approval.  Entries will be verified during Front End 
document generation by CCU and UOCPRES. 
 

5. If the project has a scope change that will add square footage to an existing building or 
involves a new building, the PM will send an e-mail to RM and copy UOCPRES to review 
the scope change to determine if additional insurance is required.  If required, the 
additional insurance will be added to FCP Web. 
 

6. PM will incorporate additional insurance requirements (identified in FCP Web PDS) into 
contracts /construction front end documents for PSC/bidder to include in pricing.   
 

7. Business Manager and PM are responsible for verifying that additional insurance 
requirements are included on builder’s risk evidence of coverage and any other 
certificate of liability insurance certificates, prior to contract award.  RM is available to 
respond to specific questions about the evidence and certificates but does not routinely 
review the forms. 
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The Process Flowchart 
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The Illinois County Zone Map 
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Things to Look for on an Evidence of Property. 

• AM Best Rating 

• Term of Coverage 

• Types of Coverage  

• Limits and Deductibles 

• Board of Trustees as Additional Insured, and others as designated in Article 19 

• Waiver of Subrogation clause 

• Notice of Cancellation 

• Remarks/Other – Project-specific information 
 
Evidence of BR coverage should be shown on the evidence form issued on behalf of the insured 
contractor.  The most common form is known as Evidence of Property (EOP) but you might also 
see it called Certificate of Property Insurance. 
 
When reviewing the EOP, start with the AM Best Rating.  AM Best is a company that provides 
insurance rating services.  An AM Best rating represents an independent opinion of an 
insurance company’s ability to meet its financial obligations (i.e., stay solvent and pay claims).  
We require an A- VI or better rating of the insurance companies our contractors use.  The same 
rating is required of professional liability carriers as well as the surety (bonding) companies.  
 
Check to be sure the effective and expiration dates listed cover the length of the project.   
Coverage that expires before the end of the project should be renewed and a new evidence 
form issued and reviewed to be sure it is still in compliance. 
 
Next, check that the necessary coverages, limits, and deductibles are shown.  BR and 100% of 
the construction value should be listed.  Was Flood, Earthquake, or Delay in Completion 
required on the project?  If so, are those coverages and correct limits shown?   Also, it is 
acceptable if the agent issuing the evidence lists other coverages and limits, such as transit or 
temporary storage.   
 
The EOP must name the Board of Trustees of the University of Illinois as Additional Insured.  
This is the only legal entity name for the University and must be shown correctly on the form.   
Many times, this information is listed under the “Remarks” section of the form.  Other entities 
may need to be listed as well (see Article 19 of Document 00 70 00 – General Conditions). 
 
Are any Exclusions listed?  If so, do they meet the exclusions we will allow (see Article 19 of 
Document 00 70 00 - General Conditions)? 
 
In the past, we required a 30-day notice of cancellation included on the EOP.  Due to changes in 
the insurance industry this is no longer feasible.  Instead, the burden of notifying the University 
of any reduction or cancellation of insurance has been contractually transferred to the 
contractor (refer to Article 19 of the General Conditions). 
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Other project-specific information should also be included on the EOP, such as the project 
name, number, and address, and the waiver of subrogation.    
 
Finally, the Additional Interest section should include the name and address of the person who 
should receive and review the EOP.   
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Evidence of Property Insurance Forms 
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Key to Evidence of Property Form 

 

A = Date form issued – want it to be current 
B = Insurance company - look up AM Best rating 
C = Named Insured (policyholder) 
D = Policy effective and expiration dates 
E = Project-specific information (project number, location, etc.)   
F = Type of coverage and limits of insurance and deductibles 
G = Additional coverage information (additional interest wording, special endorsements, 

exclusions, etc.)  
H = Certificate holder name and address and additional interest status 
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Non-Permanent Property Coverage. 

 

Non-permanent property coverage, such as contents including furniture, fixtures, 
equipment, etc., can be procured in different ways.  How it is procured will determine who 
provides coverage and for how long. 
 
1. Department/CCU bears the risk of loss or damage for Department/CCU purchased 

property (contents including furniture, fixtures, equipment, etc.) whether installed by 
Department/CCU or contractor, until the project is substantially complete. Contact RM if 
the Department/CCU is purchasing non-permanent property.   

2. Property purchased by the Designated Contractor shall be insured by said Designated 
Contractor under its property policy or endorsed onto the BR policy purchased for the 
project.  Coverage shall be on a replacement cost basis for 100% of the value of the non-
permanent property and shall remain in force until the project is substantially complete.  
Designated Contractor shall be responsible for any deductible. 

 

Note: Substantial Completion – If the Department is part of the Auxiliary Facility System 
they must continue to insure and pay for the contents after substantial completion.  For 
Academic units the Campus pays insurance premium.  
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Property Insurance for FF&E 

 

If a certain Division of Work (DOW) is buying and installing Builder’s Risk Insurance on a 

project the Contracts+ question should be marked ‘Yes’ and that will cause the clause in 

Front End bidding document 00 10 00 section 2.8.A to include property insurance 

coverage.  

 

 

 

Claim Reporting 

Resolution of a claim involves several steps from first report to final settlement.  An 
understanding of the steps involved will make the claims process go more smoothly.  
 

• Report promptly 

• Protect property from further damage 

• If water is involved, begin remediation and drying immediately 

• Photograph or videotape the damage 

• Do not discard or destroy any involved property 
 
Insurance policies require prompt reporting of any incident which may give rise to a claim.  The 
contractor providing the Builders Risk coverage should report the claim to their insurance 
carrier; however, Risk Management should also be notified. This will allow us to monitor the 
situation, and also notify our insurance carriers if necessary.  
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The BR policyholder is also required to mitigate the loss once the event has occurred.  For 
example, cover openings so that any impending bad weather won’t cause more damage; or 
when water damage is involved begin the drying process as soon as possible.   
 

Document the loss from the beginning.  This helps prove the extent of the loss in the event the 
claims adjustor can’t get to the site immediately. 
 

Do not discard or destroy any involved property until the claims adjuster gets to the location 
and gives permission to do so. 
 

What to Report — Just the Facts 

• Who – Contact name including email and phone/cell/pager number for coordinating 
the loss inspection. 

• What – Cause of the loss - fire/wind/water/vandalism, etc.: What is the extent of 
damage? Cost Estimate? 

• When – Date and time of loss. 

• Where – Location of loss: building name/number and street address. 

• Why – If there is any explanation of the loss that can be identified, a brief 
description should be included. 

 
Loss or damage to existing University property (the building being remodeled, added onto, 
etc.; or an adjacent building) should be reported to the Office of Risk Management as soon 
as possible so that proper notice can be provided to the University’s property insurance 
carrier. 

 

To report to Risk Management, please contact Tori Hill by email (vd15@uillinois.edu) or 
calling 217-265-0874.      
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Websites/Contacts  
 
 
Risk Management Website/Contact: 
http://www.uirisk.uillinois.edu 
 
Tori Hill 
vd15@uillinois.edu 
217-300-7550 
 
UOCP&RES Main Website/Contact: 
http://www.uocpres.uillinois.edu 
 
Chris Rogan 
crogan@uillinois.edu 
217-333-5688 
 
OBFS Manual Insurance Section 6: 
http://www.obfs.uillinois.edu/bfpp 
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